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“On Being Outside ‘the Project’” conveys a powerful message about the significance of teaching

for a feminist project of transforming the field of human geography. The task of challenging 

disembodied theory requires teachers, not just theoreticians – teachers who can confront the 

elitism of academic geography by engaging the discipline’s increasingly diverse constituents in 

processes of theory-making. For Susan Christopherson, teaching was thus a key site of political 

struggle. Teaching was a process of discovery about the relationship between personal 

experience and theory-making, and Susan let her students see that and test the personal-political 

dimension of theory construction from diverse perspectives. She used the blackboard to explore 

ideas, share insights from her research in key sites of precarity, invite contributions and develop 

her work-in-progress. As a student, it was thrilling to recognize that dialogical exchange emerge 

months later as a publication. In the process, we were witness to the core tenets of Susan’s 

scholarship: studying up not down; tracking socio-spatial differentiation; and exploding 

conventions of whose daily life experience can and should constitute the material for theory.

Susan’s commitment to challenging theoretical hierarchies and querying the politics of 

knowledge production within geography also informed a politics of mentoring attuned to the 

imperative of diversifying the professoriate and decolonizing the canon. She surrounded herself 
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particularly with women students with whom she shared intimate tales of her own arduous 

journey within the (at the time) androcentric, elitist, and male-dominated subfield of economic 

geography. This was not just heroic, self-aggrandizing storytelling. Susan’s mentoring practice 

encompassed community building and professional training. At Cornell, she established the 

Cornell Women’s Planning Forum dedicated to creating a space for women to build ties of 

friendship as a foundation for feminist scholarship. The tales of struggle also encompassed tales 

of feminist solidarity within economic geography, and Susan made a point of introducing her 

students to her peer group of women geographers who later became our mentors, advocates, and 

colleagues. Susan also ran her own informal professional training operation. From Susan we 

learned to develop that tough skin you need to deal with the competitive, zero-sum spirit that 

sometimes infuses assessment processes within professional academia. What a gift that someone 

as accomplished as Susan Christopherson would share with us her encounters with rejection – 

like reviewer comments on papers submitted for publication – and then help us to recognize 

structural, cultural-political factors related to the politics of citations or the personal agendas of 

those at the top of hierarchies of knowledge production. With Susan we practiced our job talks, 

vetted our proposals and applications, and in all these endeavours we found support for 

persisting with feminist commitments in the face of sometimes unsympathetic reviewers and 

institutions. Susan was also an advocate, finding ways to be supportive that matter most at 

critical junctures of professional advancement. In “On Being Outside ‘the Project’” Susan wrote 

candidly about the constraint of fear for transforming human geography:

Fear of being left out. Fear of being labelled. Fear of not dealing with the “in” subject. 

Justifiable fear of never being cited except in a list of interesting, albeit peripheral, work. 

(p.88)
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She may not have been optimistic, but she imparted strength in her students to recognize the 

challenges and persist in a counter-hegemonic project of “construct[ing] … power through 

theory” (ibid.).

Susan was the epitome of the engaged scholar. Her training was in geography and she 

continued throughout her career to publish in geography venues. But she taught in a graduate 

planning program at Cornell, where she hoped to influence generations of practitioners and 

where she was appreciated for her boldness to take on research confronting unstudied, 

controversial, and applied topics. Her feminism informed these choices, and her scholarship 

centred not only on the experiences of women and other marginalized constituencies of planning 

action, but also on bringing fresh perspectives to key issues in economic geography – financial 

regulation, informal labour markets, local economic development. Her work on “Market Rules 

and Territorial Outcomes” (Christopherson 1993) in the banking sector, for example, presented 

an imperative for Polanyian economic geography well before its widespread ascendance. Her 

comparative analysis of market regulation showed us at a time of consolidation and deregulation 

of the banking industry in the U.S., and all the evidence of the resulting socio-spatial inequality, 

that things did not have to be this way, that there are other ways of organizing a financial system,

and that these are not merely utopian (they are, rather, deliberately legislated and regulated). The 

much later work on the false promise of hydrofracking for local economic development and 

planners’ efforts to use land use policy as a regulatory device within New York State similarly 

involved challenging a multiscalar governance system where power is heaviest at the top 

(Christopherson 2015). In all her scholarship, Susan worked to get inside the issues and broaden 

the debate. She brought her feminism to bear on studying up, not only down, and on staking out 

new terrains of research in economic geography.

If Susan positioned herself as “outside the project”, she also worked steadily through 

teaching, mentorship, and research to change the terms of engagement within human geography. 

Her legacy, as well as that of her cohort of inspiring feminist scholars within human geography, 
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can be seen today in the recent calls for slowing scholarship, decolonizing the discipline, and 

understanding friendship as a site of relationality within the academy. As remarked by so many 

of the speakers at a session of the 2017 AAG organized by Jennifer Clark, Susan’s success at 

challenging and reshaping the project of human geography was underpinned by a particular 

grace and style – “she moved walls and barriers”, wrote colleague Mildred Warner in a 

contribution to that panel, “and did so with academic acumen and social grace”. That grace and 

acumen also infused her teaching and mentorship, and served as a model for students and 

faculty, especially for women, on how to work effectively in a field dominated by men and how 

to create openings to build a better, fairer world.
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